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In Re:  Settlement of Ethics Complaint

Press Release Issued On Behalf of Dr. Tony Bennett

From Tony Bennett: “Today’s announcement by the Inspector General that we did not violate
any ethics laws in the way we implemented the A to F grading system should bring that matter to
a final, conclusive end. However, I have agreed to pay a fine and accept responsibility for
violations of DOE’s electronic information policies. Limited personal uses of the agency’s
computer systems for political activity on my part would have been permitted if I had
implemented policies that expressly permitted those uses. I did not and the failure to implement
those policies is no one’s fault, but my own.

“I’ve learned a valuable lesson that I can offer to others, not as an excuse, but as an explanation.
There are tens of thousands of State employees in Indiana but only 7 elected executive State
officials.  For those 7 office holders this case is very important. Without well-drafted policies in
place that expressly allow the limited use of State property for political activity by elected
officials, all present and future Indiana elected officials are at risk of inadvertent violations.
Hopefully my experience will help others prevent such unintended mistakes. For me, I look
forward now to helping the State return its attention to improving the lives of Indiana’s teachers
and students.”

Summary of Tony Bennett Settlement Agreement and Inspector General Report

Today, Tony Bennett entered into a settlement agreement with the Office of the Inspector
General and authorized the release of a report produced by the OIG about its investigation (a
copy of which is attached).  The terms of these documents include:

 The Inspector General could “find no Code of Ethics violations” on any of the changes
made as part of the A to F grading system.

 Last year a bi-partisan investigation ordered by the Indiana General Assembly found no
wrongdoing by Bennett or the Department of Education with the implementation of the
A-F grading system.



 Despite inaccurate press articles, Dr. Bennett was not subject to the “political activity
rule,” was “not prohibited from engaging in political activity” while serving in his official
capacity, and did not violate the political activity rule in any respect.

 Additionally, the Report found that state officers and employees, including Bennett when
he served as Superintendent, are permitted to use state property for limited, personal uses
when “permitted by a general written agency, departmental, or institutional policy or
regulation.”

 Therefore, Bennett could make limited use of State property for political activity as long
as he enacted “a policy or regulation that expressly permitted him to do so.”

 Bennett acknowledged as part of his settlement with the IG that while he implemented
such a policy to allow for the limited, personal use of computers and e-mail, it did not
expressly permit him to do so for political activity on his part; including:

o Maintain a consolidated calendar on his state-owned computer to track both
official and personal or political events;

o Respond to e-mails of a political nature from constituents, which Bennett
acknowledged occurred on one occasion in September, 2012; and

o Permit his staff to receive and maintain lists of supporters, which occurred
without Bennett’s knowledge after he had lost his election and was leaving office.

 As to post election collection of supporter lists, the Inspector General found that “our
investigation did not reveal that Dr. Bennett knew these lists were on the state computer
system.”

 Because of Dr. Bennett’s failure to implement policies permitting limited use of State
property for political purposes, he has acknowledged and accepts responsibility for
violating the “use of state property” rule in these three isolated incidents.

 The Inspector General submitted its investigation to the Marion County Prosecuting
Attorney’s Office and “criminal prosecution has been declined.”


